Using synchrotron radiation we measured the x-ray absorption (XAS) near the Ci,, edge for powdered graphite, boron substituted graphite, and a disordered graphitic carbon. The chemical potential of Li intercalated into the same carbons has also been measured as a function of x in Li"C6. When Li is intercalated, the 2s electron is transferred to the C host, filling the same levels as probed by XAS. In ("turbostratic" disorder) [7]. A natural synthetic graphite substitutionally doped with 2.5-at. % boron using the methods of Lowell [8] (No. 1992 The American Physical Society 835
Intercalation occurs when an intercalant can lower its free energy by entering a solid and forming chemical bonds. The chemical potential p of an intercalated Li atom measured with respect to Li metal is the difference in Gibbs free energy of the Li atom in the two environments and hence is a measure of the bonding between the intercalant and the host. This bonding arises when the Li 2s electron is transferred to unoccupied one-electron levels in the host. In the rigid-band model one assumes that the shape of the bands is unchanged by the intercalation and that one-electron levels are sequentially filled as more intercalant is added. Thus, in the dilute limit where the intercalated species do not interact, one [7] . A natural synthetic graphite substitutionally doped with 2.5-at. % boron using the methods of Lowell [8] [2, 3] which are suppressed by the disorder in coke [9] . Figure 3 sho~s XAS spectra collected for the three unintercalated carbon samples measured using a total electron yield detector at beam line Ul at National Synchrotron Light Source. The estimated experimental resolution is about 0.35 eV [13] . The details of the beam line have been published elsewhere [13] . [15] , although they do not show strong evidence for the peak at 289 eV recently associated with graphite interlayer states [14] . We interpret the absorption in terms of the density of empty states above the Fermi level [16] . For example, the large peak near 286 eV, observed in previous measurements [14, 15] [19] which must first be filled by the transferred electrons as Li as added. The effect of these 
